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I. Dedication:
    BATTLES FOR ALAMEIN is dedicated as a token of remembrance to the soldiers of the British Commonwealth--Australian, British, Indian, South African ... and New Zealander--and of Greece, Poland, Free France, and finally the United States ... who
fought and defeated the Axis on the first "Second Front" of the Second World War:  North Africa.

II. Introduction:
  A. Historical background:
        BATTLES FOR ALAMEIN is an educational 2-player operational level military history game simulating Axis and Allied
     commanders' historical decision-making situations in Egypt in 1942.  Although one player must serve as the Axis commander,
     historically personified by General (and then Field Marshal) Erwin Johann Rommel - "The Desert Fox" - this is accepted in the
     spirit of learning.  (However, it must never be forgotten that Rommel, a German national hero, was serving - however bravely and
     competently - Nazi Germany*:  along with Bushido Japan and Soviet Russia, three of the most evil totalitarian regimes ever to
     afflict humanity.  However, it should also be remembered--to Rommel's credit--that he died on Adolf Hitler's orders, after it was
     discovered that he had supported the July 1944 attempt to assassinate Hitler.)
        BATTLES FOR ALAMEIN is intended to be a basic introduction to the study of military history through manual simulation
     gaming--board wargaming--and to desert tank warfare of the Second World War.  For maximum educational benefit, a copy of
     the "Game Analysis and Log Form" should be filled out for each game by each player.
       The scale of the game is:  1 day of real time per game-turn, approximately 4.5 miles/7.5 kilometers per hexagon space width,
     and regiment-to-division (3,000-15,000 men) unit scale.

  B. General description of play:
      Although BATTLES FOR ALAMEIN may initially appear to be a complex game, it can be easily and enjoyably learned, as long
   as you learn and play its system one step at a time and remember how it is intended to model history.  The game is basically a
   traditional 2-player, alternating turn boardgame possessing a system of play reflecting the nature of World War II desert warfare.

III. Components and Definitions:
  A. Roster:  1. The map (in two sizes), 2. Allied unit sheet, 3. Axis unit sheet, 4. Allied marker sheet, 5. Axis marker sheet,
    6. four (4) two-sided A-D scenario charts/maps, 7. rules booklet, 8. game design and play and historical commentary booklet,
    9. game analysis and log form (master), and 10. 1ST ALAMEIN tournment certificate (master).

  B. The Units and Markers:
      Print-off and/or photocopy the units onto tan (for Allied) and gray (for Axis) paper.  Then glue strips of the units onto cardboard
    of different - tan (or red) and gray (or blue) - colors, to distinguish their sides when they are "dispersed"/flipped.  Finally, cut them
    out.
      See the Symbols and Turn Record Track page, for an explanation of the symbols and information on the game pieces.  Italian
    units have their divisional names spelled out.  The "RCCE GPPE" unit is considered to be a German "armored brigade."
      The units and box markers should be about 5/8" (15mm) square, to fit within the hexes comfortably.

  C. Definitions:
    50% chance (die roll) = casting a die for an odd number, an even number, 1-3, 4-6--whatever the die-rolling player chooses.
    Hex = one hexagonal space on the mapsheet.
    "Stack" = any group of units in the same hex.
    ZOC = Zone Of Control = a hex adjacent to a unit.
      (A note to experienced wargamers:  ZOCs are considered "active," except in certain cases near Allied boxes.)

IV. Sequence of Play:  See the Charts and Tables Sheet.

V. Reinforcements:
  A. Reinforcement entry hexes:  Axis, A1;  Allies, C11.
  B. If the reinforcement entrance hexes are occupied by enemy units or are enemy ZOCs (not occupied by friendly units), they
    may not yet enter the game ... until those hexes are cleared.  The entry hexes are not, themselves, counted against the unit's
    movement.

VI. Spent Units:
      In BATTLES FOR ALAMEIN, this unit condition is very important.  A unit can become Spent as a result of combat or over-
   exertion.  A Spent unit is so indicated by being flipped upside down.  Spent units still have Zones of Control and receive any
   defensive benefits from terrain for which they are eligible.

  A. A Spent unit may not *operationally* move.  It may only retreat.
  B. A Spent unit may not attack.  If, at the end of its owning player's Attack Phase, it is adjacent to an unSpent enemy unit (and
     not stacked with an unSpent friendly unit) it must accept an "AR" result.  (If it cannot retreat, it is ELIMINATED.)
  C. Combat results against Spent units are read ONE COLUMN HIGHER on the Ground Combat Results Table (GCRT) than they
    otherwise would be.  If at least half of the (terrain-modified) factors in a hex are Spent, all the defending units are considered
    Spent - otherwise none are - for combat odds calculation purposes.
  D. An already Spent unit suffering another Spent effect just stays Spent.
  E. A unit can only be recovered from Spent status in its owning player's recovery phase if it is, at that moment, in supply.

VII. Air Attacks:     
    An air unit is held off the board until it is used, and it may be used only once during each gameturn.  It may be used during the
  owning player's airstrike phase or (in its interception role) during the enemy's airstrike phase.  After it has individually attacked
  each of the enemy units which are in its target hex at the moment of its attack, an air unit is removed from the mapboard for the
  rest of that gameturn.
    Missions--each air unit may only do one, per gameturn:
  A. Ground attack:  An air unit separately attacks each unSpent unit in a target hex, from the top of the stack to the bottom.
     See the Airstrike results table on the Charts & Tables page.
     The defender may NOT voluntarily retreat his unit suffering a Spent result due to air attack.
  NOTE:  An attacking air unit can be knocked out of the game for the following gameturn by an AA result.  Note that only unSpent
    divisions have AA capability.   Allied or Italian divisions have AA capability only in boxes or forts, whereas German divisions have
    it anywhere.
  B. Axis Aerial Resupply:  Instead of attacking a stack of Allied units, a "Luftwaffe Afrika" unit may attempt to resupply a(ll) the
    units in (one) stack of isolated/surrounded Axis units during the Axis Supply Status Determination phase.
  C. Interception:  An air unit MAY be used to "intercept" an enemy air unit allocated to airstrike friendly units, during the enemy's
    airstrike(s) phase before that enemy air unit has made its strike.  The objective, here, is:  "TO KNOCK OUT! ... the ENEMY-AIR-
    MASS."
      (Desert Air Force units may also attempt to intercept the Luftwaffe Afrika unit when it attempts an aerial resupply.)

VIII. Terrain Effects--See the Charts & Tables page for terrain-related movement and combat bonuses and penalties:
  NOTE:  A +1 or +2 infantry defense factor terrain bonus is a maximum for its hex and valid only if it can be matched by that
    number of infantry (or motorized infantry) unit combat factors in its hex.
  SPECIAL TERRAIN NOTE:  If defending units on a ridge are being attacked by ANY units on the same ridge - F6&F7, G9&F10, or
    D5&E5 - or if units on Mitieriya Ridge hex E5 are being attacked by ANY units from hex E6, the +1 defense factor for defending
    on the ridge is lost.

IX. Allied Boxes and Axis Forts - See the Terrain Effects Table - and Dummy Markers:
  A. Boxes and Forts:
    1. ... may NOT be captured/used--"turned"--by the enemy Player, enemy units receive no benefits of any kind for being
       in/behind them.
    2. Enemy Zones of Control (ZOCs) do not extend into Allied boxes for Axis forts occupied by Allied or Axis units respectively
       at the start of the owning player's turn.
    NOTE:  Thus, a friendly unit moving out of a box/fort and into an enemy ZOC is always considered only to be moving INTO a ZOC, even if the enemy unit was adjacent to the box/fort, to begin with.  (Therefore, units should be cautious about moving up next to an enemy box/fort.)
    3. ... may not be moved, once placed at the start of the game.
    4. ... may be removed from the mapboard during the enemy Reinforcement phase, if an unSpent enemy unit occupies it.
    5. In Scenario D., Axis Forts can be worth as much as 3 infantry matched bonus©defense factors, instead of the usual 2.
      The Alamein Box always has its potential of 3, as well.
  B. Dummy Markers:
    Dummy markers must be stacked with at least one other unit or marker.  Until they are revealed, Dummy Markers have
    Zones of Control, just like
real units.Æ€%à�Æ
 
X. "Stacking" (More Than One Unit Per Hex):
  A. Limits:
    1. Only one side's units may be in the same hex.
    2. A player may have as many as 3 units in a hex AT ANY TIME, but only
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Â2 of them may be divisions.  The third must be a brigade, regiment, the
Axis RCCE GPPE, or the New Zealand Cavalry.Æ€%Ð�Æ
    3. Boxes, Forts, and dummies do not count against the "stacking limit."
  B. Violation Penalty:  If, at the end of an owning player's Operational
    Movement phase or Attacks phase, any units are stacked in excess of 
    the stacking limit above, they are ELIMINATED.
    The owning player decides which of his units are to be lost.


Ô �  �ˆ,�         à.P-P-    �  ÔŒXI. Operational Movement:
  A. Basic movement rules:
    1. The owning player may move any of his unSpent units during his
      Operational Movement, as he wishes.  However, he may only move a
      unit once, operationally, per gameturn.  He must finish moving
      one unit or stack of units, before starting to move another.   
    2. One movement factor is expended for each hex entered.  A unit may
      also move a free bonus of 2 "track" (and/or road) hexes OR a free
      bonus of 4 road hexes (OR a combination of 2 road and 1 track hexes).
    3. A unit of whatever type may never enter--let alone pass through--
      a hex occupied by any enemy combat units  without first attacking and
      ejecting them.
  B. Movement into, out of, and through enemy Zones Of Control (ZOCs):
    1. A unit must stop as soon as it enters an enemy unit's ZOC.
    2. A unit may leave any enemy ZOC without penalty.  (Thus, a unit
      could move out of one enemy unit's ZOC and move into another's ZOC,
      as long as it stopped in the latter one.)
    3. A unit may not operationally move directly from one enemy ZOC into
      another enemy ZOC of the same enemy unit, UNLESS it is moving into a
      hex already occupied by a friendly unit or is moving directly from
      the ZOC of one enemy unit to the ZOC of any *different* enemy unit.  

XII. Ground Combat, Results, and Tactical Retreats and Advances:     
  A. General Rules for Attacking:
    1. Although a ground or air unit may attack only once per gameturn,
      a defending unit may BE attacked more than once, in the same phase
      and/or in others.
    2. A unit may only attack hexes adjacent to the hex it is in.  All
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Âhexes containing unSpent defending units adjacent to attacker's units MUST
BE attacked, UNLESS the attacker is the Allied player and his units are in
a box which was occupied by any Allied unit at the start of the Allied
player-turn.  (Thus, an Allied unit attacking from a box which was
occupied by Allied units at the start of the Allied player©turn may
selectively attack one adjacent hex containing Axis units while completely
ignoring another adjacent hex containing unspent Axis units.)Æ€%Ð�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Â  An attacker's unit may (also) end up an Attack phase adjacent to a
defender without being required to attack it, if the defending unit is
Spent, OR if the unSpent defending unit WAS attacked by some unit.Æ€%Ð�Æ
    3. Although a unit must be unSpent to be able to attack, it does not
      have to be in supply at the moment of the attack.
    4. The combat factors of units which are in the same attack but are
      attacking the same defending (stack of) units from different hexes
      may be combined.  Attacking units in the same hex do not all have
      to attack the same hex.  They may attack in different directions.
      A group of units MAY attack defending units in more than one hex,
      as long as all the attacking units in the attack can attack--are
      adjacent to--all of the defending units.
    5. Each wave of attacking units must attack all defending units
      in a hex as a combined defending whole.
    6. Attacks may be re-allocated or cancelled at any time prior to
      their resolution, unless forced by Rule 2., above.
  B. Combat Odds Calculation Sequence and Combat Resolution:
    1. Attack factors of all attacking units are totalled.  The attacker
      may choose to use a unit at less than its full attack/combat factor.
    2. Then, any additional, matching defense factor(s) for boxes,
      ridges, and/or depressions earned by defending infantry units is
      (/are) added to the totalled defending units' factors.
Œ    3. Now, calculate the "basic" combat odds thusly:  the proportion of
      the attacking units' total attack factor strength to the defenders'
      total defense factor strength is matched to the odds ratio on the
      Ground Combat Results Table (GCRT) which is nearest but no greater.
    EXAMPLES:  5 attack factors to 1 defense factor yields 5:1,  5 to 3
      would most match 3:2,  and 2 attacking 5 would most match 1:3.
    4. Attacks having basic combat odds greater than 10:1 are reduced to
      that ratio before any further modification.  Attacks below 1:4 are
      not allowed.
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� Â5. Now increase the combat odds a shift if at least half the factor©Æ€%à�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Âmodified strength of the attacked units is Spent.Æ€%Ð�Æ
    6. "NO RETREAT!" orders?:  The Attacker now asks the Defender if
      he is giving "NO RETREAT!" orders to (any of) the units in the
      defended hex.  If the Defender does, he must give those orders
      to units having at least half the terrain-modified defending
      factors in the hex.  An R1 result will now become an S,
      and an R2 will become a DE.  (If the Attacker forgets to ask,
      the Defender may choose not to retreat if the result is R1.)
  C. Combat Resolution and Results--See the Charts & Tables page.
    1. Attacks can be resolved in any order the attacker wishes.
    2. For each attack, the combat result is "rolled" with the cast of a
      single die.  The results are read under the "final" combat odds.
  D. Tactical Retreats:
    1. Tactical retreats are made immediately after each combat, if they
      are to be made at all.  The winner can require the loser to move
      his units 0-1, 0, 0-1, or 0-2 hexes on an AR, S, R1, or R2 combat
      result.  The winner-determined number of hexes must be the
      same for all the losing units in the battle.  During the compulsory
      retreat, the winning player decides what the first hex each losing
      unit will retreat into (or through) will be.
        The loser may VOLUNTARILY (continue to) retreat his units
      1, 1-2, or 1 hexes on an AR, S, or R1 result.  In the case of
      a losing unit which was Spent before the attack was resolved the
      loser may voluntarily retreat it only 1 hex and only on an S result.
        When voluntarily retreating, the loser chooses his units' own 
      route, and he can retreat some units and leave others behind,
      as he chooses within the combat results requirements.
        Regardless of which player is retreating them, losing units
      may be retreated into different (eligible) hexes.
    NOTE:  A retreating unit may temporarily violate stacking rules
      retreating onto or through friendly units.
    2. (A group of )losing unit(s) must be retreated into(/through) a hex
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� ÂÂ ð À�À�� Âwhich is:Æ€%À�Æ
      a. ... with every retreated hex, farther from the attacked/vacated
        hex and physically accessible to movement.
      b. ... not occupied by an enemy unit or not even an Enemy Zone of
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� ÂÂ ð À�À�� ÂControl, unless that is occupied by a friendly unit.Æ€%À�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Âc. ... is not itself under an (as yet unresolved) attack whichÆ€%Ð�Æ
        could (possibly) result in the hex being occupied by the Attacker.
      d. ... is not adjacent to any of the hexes from which the unit was
        attacked--or, in the case of an AR, was attacking--unless the hex
        being retreated into has a friendly BOX.
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Âe. ... if possible, into a hex which is serviced by friendly supplyÆ€%Ð�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� ÂÂ ð À�À�� Âat that moment.Æ€%À�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Âf. ... if possible, into a hex which is empty.Æ€%Ð�Æ
    3. Any defending unit unable to retreat 2 hexes is considered to be 
      in a "NO RETREAT!" situation.
    4. A losing unit forced to retreat off the mapboard (or into theÔ �  �ˆ,          à.P-P-    �  ÔŒ      sea) is ELIMINATED.  The winner may not retreat a unit off the
      mapboard or into the sea if there is another retreat route available.
    5. Any "DE" result against the German RCCE GPPE or the British 7th
      Armoured "Desert Rats" Division, becomes an "R2," unless the unit
      is under "NO RETREAT!" orders or in that situation. 
  E. Tactical advances after combat:
      There are none.  However, it should be noted that even a box becomes
    "No Man's Land," if all its defenders are retreated out of it.
  F. German FLAK and British 1. (Matilda "Skorpion") Tank Brigade units:
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� Â1. FLAK units' 3\5 combat factors are matching factors, when unSpentÆ€%à�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Âand when attacking or defending against Allied armor units.  Otherwise,
their attack or defense combat factor is only 1.Æ€%Ð�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂEXAMPLE:  If an unSpent FLAK unit and a 1©1 Italian infantry divisionÆ€%à�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Âare attacking a 4©3 British armoured unit, the odds would be 4:4=1:1.  If
they were defending against the unit, the odds would be 4:(4+1)= 4:5=1:2. 
If they were being attacked attacked by the (4©1) Highlander Division, the
odds would be 4:(1+1)=2:1.Æ€%Ð�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� Â2. 1. Tank Brigade cuts an Axis Fort defense factor bonus by 1, on theÆ€%à�Æ
Â ð ð ð � ÂÂ ð à�à�� ÂÂ ð Ð�Ð�� Âattack.Æ€%Ð�Æ

XIII. Supply and Isolation:
  A. Supply Determination:
    1. Supply sources:
      a. Axis:  Hexes A1 and E1.
      b. Allied:  Hexes C11, E12, and L11.  The El Alamein Box (D7) is a
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Âsupply source only for the units in it.Æ€%��Æ
    2. Supply lines:
        A supply line is a line of hexes of any length to a friendly unit
      which is not interrupted by an enemy unit, by an enemy unit's ZOC
      which is not occupied by a friendly unit, or--for the Axis--by a
      box which not at that moment occupied by an Axis unit.
    3. Aerial Resupply of Axis units:  See Rule VII.B., above.
  B. Effects of being Unsupplied:
      Being unsupplied during your own Supply Status Determination phase
    drops an unSpent unit to Spent status.

XIV. Control:
    A village or Box is controlled by the last side to move a combat
  unit into or through it.

XV. Scenarios:  Victory Conditions, Setups and Special First Turn
  Rules, Gamelengths, and Reinforcements.
Â ð H�H�  Â  See also the individual Scenario sheets, with the setup maps on the
back.Æ€%H�Æ
  A. 1st Alamein, 1©10 July 1942:
    1. Victory Conditions:
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  If the Axis Player has the Allies' reinforcement entrance hex (C11)
under his control and in supply during any Axis Victory Determination
phase, he wins the game.  Starting on July 6th, if he has the El
Alamein Box under his control and in supply during any Axis Victory
Determination phase, he immediately wins ... "sudden death."Æ€%(�Æ
        If the Allied Player similarly controls the Axis reinforcement
      entrance hex (A1) during any Allied Victory Determination phase
      ... or El Alamein (to which he can trace a supply line from one of
      his map-edge supply source hexes) during his Victory Determination
      phase on July 10th ... he wins.
        Any other result is a draw.Ô �  �ˆ,�         à.P-P-    �  ÔŒ    2. Special First Turn Rules:
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 Â    The Allied Player deploys his ground units and markers FACE DOWN.Æ€%8�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  Allied armor units may be initially deployed no farther west than
the El Alamein Box.  Dummy units have the same limitation, if
deployed alone.  Other Allied units may be deployed anywhere, except
on hex lines 1-3.Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  All the Allied player's units and markers are flipped back
rightside up immediately after the Axis player has made his
Operational Movement, in the first gameturn.  Some may be flipped
back sooner, if they are air©attacked.Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  The Axis Player then deploys his 11 starting units in any hex no. 1
or 2, from rows A to H.         Æ€%(�Æ
    3. Length:  10 days/gameturns.
    4. Reinforcements:
      a. Axis:  164. Infantry XX (3-1) and the "StuKA" Luftwaffe Afrika
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Âunit, on July 7th.Æ€%��Æ
      b. Allied:  The 2. British Armoured X (3©3) on July 5th, the
        26. Australian (infantry) X (1©1) on July 6th, and the
        9. Australian XX (3©1) on July 7th.

  B. The Battles for Ruweisat Ridge, 14©31 July 1942:
    1. Victory Conditions:
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  For the Axis Player, the victory conditions are the same as in 1st
Alamein, and the Alamein Box sudden death rule is always in effect.Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  For the Allied Player to win tactically, he must occupy Tel el Eisa
in one of his Victory Determination phases.  To win strategically, he
must occupy hex A1 during one.  Æ€%(�Æ
    2. Special First Turn Rules:
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  The Axis Units are deployed face up, anywhere west of the Alamein
Box.  The Allied Player then deploys his starting units no further
west than the Alamein Box.         Æ€%(�Æ
    3. Length:  18 gameturns.
    4. Reinforcements:
      a. Axis:  On the 19th, 125. Infantry Regiment (1©1)
      b. Allied:  On the 17th, 23. Tank Brigade (3©3) and 161. Indian
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 ÂMotorized Brigade (1©2) join the battle.Æ€%��Æ

  C. The Battle of Alam Halfa, 30 August©6 September 1942
    1. Victory Conditions:
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  The strategic victory conditions are the same for the Axis Player
as in 1st Alamein.  Additionally, if the Axis Player occupies the
(three) Alam el Halfa ridge hexes, he can at least have a tactical
victory, unless he has lost Tel el Eisa.Æ€%(�Æ
    2. Setup and Special First Turn Rules:
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  The Allied Player deploys his ground units and Box and Dummy
markers FACE DOWN, anywhere on his own side of the "Alam Halfa" start
line.  (See map.)Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  The Axis Player then deploys his starting units and Forts anywhere
on his side of the start line.Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  All the Allied Player's units and markers are flipped back
rightside up immediately after the Axis Player has made his
Operational Movement, in the first gameturn.  Some may be flipped
back sooner, if they are air©attacked.Æ€%(�Æ
    3. Length: 7 gameturns (reflecting the Axis fuel shortage.)
    4. Reinforcements:  None.


Ô �  �ˆ,	         à.P-P-    �  ÔŒ  D. The Battle of Alamein, 24 October©5 November 1942
    1. Victory Conditions:
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  The Allied Player strategically wins by taking hex A1.  Any other
outcome is an Axis strategic victory.Æ€%(�Æ
    2. Setup, and Special First Turn Rules:
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  The Axis Player deploys his ground units and markers FACE DOWN,
anywhere on his own side of the "THE Battle for Alamein" start line.Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  The Allied Player then deploys his starting units and Forts
anywhere on his side of the start line.  The game starts with the
Allied player©turn.Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  All the Axis Player's units and markers are flipped back rightside
up immediately after the Allied Player has made his Operational
Movement, in the first gameturn.  Allied air units MUST attack their
targeted hexes.Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 Â  Axis Forts can be worth as much as 3, in this scenario.Æ€%(�Æ
    3. Length:  13 gameturns.
    4. Reinforcements:  None.
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 Â5. Axis Fuel Shortage Rule:  Because of the acute, Royal©Navy©inducedÆ€%8�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAxis fuel shortage, the movement factor of all Axis units is now "1,"
with the exception of RCCE GPPE which is now "3".Æ€%(�Æ

XVI. Designer's Notes and Advice on Play of the Game:
  A. Designer's notes:
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 Â  Organizationally, the Germans always evidenced superior operational
and tactical speed and flexibility--displaying their mobile, Blitzªkrieg/"Lightning War" abilities--and that is replicated by the superior
movement factors in most of BATTLES FOR ALAMEIN's scenarios.  (Of
course, movement requires FUEL, which the THE Battle of Alamein
scenario points out.Æ€%8�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 Â  It should be noted that, contrary to British propaganda, Italian
soldiers often fought with great bravery and gallantry and had good
artillery and excellent small arms.  However, their tanks were as
flimsy as the early British "cruiser" tanks, most of their generals
really did not understand mobile warfare, and many Italians were
already disillusioned with the war.Æ€%8�Æ
      "Depressions" are as important as they are in the game because 
    they offered some degree of concealment to the units in them on an
    otherwise flat, barren, and exposing terrain surface.  Digging
    entrenchments in the terrain around El Alamein was extremely
    difficult, usually requiring blasting and power tools.
      I would like to thank my son, Robert, for his active interest and
    input to the game--and for the superb aircraft, vehicle, and even
    troop units he created for it.  He taught *me* Computer Aided Design.

  B. Advice on Play of the Game:
      Both players should be careful not to let their units become
    surrounded--and able to be eliminated by an R2 combat result.
      The Axis Reconnaissance Gruppe  and British 7. "Desert Rats" Armoured
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂDivision are very handy for dependable yet elastic defenses of flanks
... among other things.Æ€%8�Æ
      Infantry units must be looked after, since they are so vulnerable
    outside fortifications.
      Players should be wary of concentrating their forces unnecessarily
    and inviting enemy air attack.
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAdvice on specific scenarios:Æ€%(�Æ


Ô �  �ˆ,
         à.P-P-    �  ÔŒÂ ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 Â1. Scenario A, 1st Alamein:Æ€%8�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAllied Player:Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Â  Make sure the Alamein Box is well defended at all times,
especially after July 5, of course.  Do not risk giving "No
Retreat" orders at odds worse than 1:1, unless you think the game
itself depends on doing so.  Don't leave the Desert Rats out in the
desert in the south, out of reach of other, supporting Allied
armor.  If attacked and Spent, they ... like any other unit ...
need to be "covered" in the following turn for their recovery.Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 ÂAnytime you see Axis armor concentrated/stacked, BOMB it!Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAxis Player:Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Â  DON'T attack the Alamein Box directly, only along the Coast Road,
or you may soon find yourself flanked and pushed into the sea. 
Wait to attack the Alamein Box, until you have it flanked, unless
the game depends on an all©out frontal attack.Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Â  Remember, a "1" at 1:2 can wreck your whole game, so don't risk
any unless you are forced to.Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 Â2. Scenario B. Ruweisat Ridge:Æ€%8�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAllied Player:Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Â  Use your marginal strength advantage by taking your time and
keeping pressure all along the line in this fluid.  Don't leave the
Alamein Box undermanned.Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAxis Player:Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Â  Remember that you MUST gain and keep (counter©)attacking
initiative, despite Allied numerical superiority on the ground and
in the air.Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 Â3. Scenario C. Alam Halfa:Æ€%8�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAllied Player:Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Â  All you have to do is selectively strike the advancing Axis
formations, impeding their progress and running them out of time.Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Â  Don't forget to properly defend the Alamein Box.  You can always
rush reinforcements south, where you have space/time to spare.Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAxis Player:Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Â  You won't have time to redeploy, so wherever you initially attack
is where you had better succeed.  Don't leave your northern flank
too weak.Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 ÂÂ ð � � � ÂDon't blame ME for your fuel shortage.  It's Mussolini's fault.Æ€%� Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 Â4. Scenario D. THE Battle of Alamein:Æ€%8�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAllied Player:Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
 Â  Contrary to what you may think, you DON'T have time to spare. 
Maintain the pressure.  Try not to lose control of the air ... and
the initiative on the ground ... or the Axis counterattacks will
mortally disrupt your advance.Æ€%��Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂAxis Player:Æ€%(�Æ
Â ð H�H�  ÂÂ ð 8�8�	 ÂÂ ð (�(�
 ÂÂ ð ����
  Placement of your Forts is critical, obviously.  Don't let your FLAK units get caught alone by Allied infantry.  Hang on and
remember:  even regaining battlefield initiative piecemeal can make a decisive difference.

XVII. Historical Commentary and Insights, regarding The Battle of Alamein
    In contrast to the total, inhuman warfare waged on the Russian Front
  (which spared neither soldier nor innocent civilian) the war in the
  desert from 1940 to 1943 was characterized by a desolate terrain and
  climate which enabled the combatants to wage warfare with laboratory-like
  clinical detachment.  There even developed a sense of mutual respect and
  chivalry, once the adversaries had taken each other's measure.
    The combat leader who won the greatest prestige in this barren arena
  was the German Afrika Korps (and then Panzerarmee Afrika) commander,
  General Erwin Johann Rommel.  He became known as "The Desert Fox." 
  His style was characterized by personal leadership on the battlefield and
  aggressive--even reckless--initiative.  Occasionally, he made serious
  mistakes, but his audacity frequently turned them into success.  (Rommel
  later agreed to support a new German government, if the July 1944 plot on
  Hitler's life succeeded.  It unfortunately failed, and he was ordered by
  Hitler to take poison.  His wife and son would have suffered, and he
  would have been put on trial and executed anyway, if he hadn't.)
    Although the British had initially chased the Italians deep into Libya,
  Rommel's arrival in February 1941 signaled the end to easy Allied
  victories.  By mobility and bluff, he chased the Allied troops out of
  Cyrenaica and besieged the fortress port of Tobruk, where the Australian
  garrison held against determined German-led assaults.
    Allied counterattacks in May and June of 1941 failed with hideous
  losses of tanks from the German 88mm antiair/antitank guns.  After
  British Prime Minister Winston Churchill replaced the British generals,
  another attempt to relieve Tobruk was made in November-December 1941:
  "Operation Crusader."  Halfway through the battle, the British 8th Army
  commander, General Cunningham--exhausted and about to give up the
  attack--was removed from command by the theater commander, General
  Claude Auchinleck, who took personal command of 8th Army and renewed
  the offensive.  The principal Allied armor formation in this battle
  was the 7th Armoured Division, nicknamed "The Desert Rats."
    Even though the British forces were decimated, The Desert Fox lost
  when he tried to panic the Allies by plunging into their rear area with
  his "Race to the Wire"(--to the Egyptian border).  Unfortunately for
  the Axis, Rommel just missed (by a kilometer or so) the huge but
  skillfully camouflaged Allied supply dumps.  He succeeded only in over-
  extending his units, out of supply.  Isolation and exhaustion eventually
  prevailed and Afrika Korps had to fall all the way back to its
  February 1941 position at El Agheila.
    Naturally, Rommel was not about to accept this.  As soon as his losses
  were replaced--thanks to temporary successes by the Italian Navy--he
  bundled the Allies back to the Gazala Line, west of Tobruk.  Although
  outnumbered, Rommel's Afrika Korps seized the initiative and attacked in
  May 1942, attempting to flank the Allied line by an end run down into the
  desert and around the Free French Brigade fortified in Bir Hacheim at the
  south end of the Gazala Line.  However, the French did not cooperate and
  panic as expected--indeed, they resisted heroically--and Afrika Korps was
  soon out of supply.  By punching back into the Gazala Line's 150th
  Brigade Box from the east Rommel was finally able to reopen supply to his
  forces--but only after 10 anxious days during which he melodramatically
  confided to a captured British officer that he was on the verge of
  surrendering.
    Although the British typically enjoyed numerical superiority, German
  knowledge/intelligence of events and forces--thanks to local air
  superiority, better control and monitoring of radio communications, and
  the "Belly Dancer Spy Ring" in Cairo--intimidated Allied commanders at
  critical moments.  They argued with 8th Army's new and untested
  commander, General Ritchie, and the Allied forces milled about in
  confusion.  Rommel concentrated Afrika Korps to engage and methodically
  annihilate British tank strength.  The entire position collapsed, and--
  to Churchill's horror--Tobruk itself finally fell on June 22nd, 1942.
  With that, 8th Army "galloped" back to Mersa Matruh, Egypt, where it was
  again outflanked out of its positions.  Auchinleck finally stopped the
  retreat, standing in the middle of the Coastal Road at El Alamein, to
  route and rally his reeling army.  Then, under his direct command, 8th
  Army stopped and then bloodied Afrika Korps in a series of battles at ElÔ �  �ˆ,
         à.P-P-    �  ÔŒ  Alamein in July 1942.  (I might add that the historical locations of the
  Allied "boxes" were hexes G4 and K2--far too exposed and isolated.)  
Â ð H�H�  Â  Rommel's forces had large numbers of captured trucks and tanks and
quantities of captured supplies.  They were an exhausted, decimated, and
motley band of victorious and confident veterans.  Hearing stories of an
"El Alamein Line" which he falsely assumed to be as formidable as the
Gazala Line had been, Rommel paused to regroup.  On July 1st, he threw
his Panzerarmee Afrika into the attack.  The Indian 18th Infantry Brigade
was annihilated in the Deir el Shein, although inflicting heavy losses
and decisive delay on the Axis.  (Tragically and typically, 8th Army
headquarters only found out about the 18th's plight late in the day ...
too late©©even though the 18th was just 10 miles/16 kms south of El
Alamein, itself.)Æ€%H�Æ
Â ð H�H�  Â  On July 2nd, the German 90th Light Division tried to push past the El
Alamein Box, only to be pounded so unceasingly by Allied artillery and
the Desert Air Force that--to Rommel's shock--it began to break and run. 
By this time, the British armor had had time to regroup, and to steel the
Allied positions.Æ€%H�Æ
Â ð H�H�  Â  Rommel was completely frustrated and demoralized by this solid rebuff,
as attested by his letters at the time to his wife.  He knew how close he
had come in those first days of July 1942 to stampeding 8th Army on
through the El Alamein bottleneck ... and to the conquest of the Nile
Delta and Suez Canal.  The physical exhaustion and medical toll of his
marathon exertions of command and of will finally began to catch up with
him.  One heartening development was the aerial reappearance of the
Luftwaffe, which had caught up with the Afrika Korps, on July7th.Æ€%H�Æ
Â ð H�H�  Â  Having flushed "The Desert Fox" before, Auchinleck sensed Rommel's
weakening resolve and now threw everything he had into the struggle.  An
attack along the Ruweisat Ridge, combining the New Zealand division with
brigades of the 1st Armoured Division resulted in the overrunning and
obliteration of 4th New Zealand (infantry) Brigade ... and accusations
that the tanks had deserted the infantry on the battlefield.  (It might
be remembered, though, that the "premature withdrawal" by a New Zealand
battalion from its key position overlooking Maleme Airfield in 1941 had
been decisive to the loss of the critically strategic island of Crete.)Æ€%H�Æ
    Still determined, Auchinleck later threw in the newly arrived 23rd
  Tank Brigade, with its now second©rate Vickers Valentine infantry tanks,
  and the Indian 161st Motorized Infantry Brigade.  Writes British tank
  expert Kenneth Macksey on Page 109 of his book TANK FORCE:  ALLIED
  ARMOR IN WORLD WAR II, "Lacking knowledge of the minefields and
  blissfully ignorant of enemy marksmanship they `thundered past our
  northern flank at a great pace,' a New Zealander noted, `a real
  Balaclava Charge'" (... of the Light Brigade).  Of the original 104
  tanks, only 11 survived to the next day.  Crew casualties©©the 88mm
  gun was again the principal executioner©©were hideous, and there are
  photos of charred, mangled corpses being extracted from wrecked tanks
  which should dispel anyone's illusions about war being glamorous.
    So Auchinleck finally relented, to regroup and reinforce.  The ever
  impatient Winston Churchill was sorely displeased when he was told
  that 8th Army could not be ready for a new attack until September.   
Â ð H�H�  Â  In reward for Rommel's victories--which dazzled even British officers
to the point that his charisma had become an Allied morale problem--
Hitler promoted him to Field Marshal.  Churchill replaced Auchinleck as
Middle East commander, with General Alexander, and put Dunkirk veteran
General Bernard Law Montgomery in direct command of 8th Army.  "Monty"
was a military scholar rather than genius.  He was an analytic military
administrator and strategist with a keen eye for detail.  Lacking the
charisma and replacing the popular Auchinleck, he was received withÔ �  �ˆ,
     �   à.P-P-    �  Ô
skepticism (if not outright hostility) by some 8th Army officers. 
However, he made an unusually vigorous effort to get to know his men and
keep them fully informed of their situation and what was expected of
them.  Control was Monty's game, and he soon had everyone (including
Rommel) dancing to his tune.  British counterintelligence finally
apprehended the belly dancer (along with dissident Egyptian Army officers
Gamal Abdel Nasser and Anwar Sadat), and Montgomery clamped down on loose
Allied lips over the airwaves and everywhere else.  At Alam el Halfa
Ridge, in August 1942, it was Monty's 8th Army which stopped cold
Rommel's renewed attempt to break through the Alamein chokepoint.Æ€%H�Æ
Â ð H�H�  Â  Monty then set about re©equipping and retraining 8th Army, preparing it
for his own offensive.  September came and went, and Churchill squirmed
and fumed.  Rommel was sent back to Germany to regain his health.Æ€%H�Æ
Â ð H�H�  Â  Finally, in late October and early November of 1942©©in what would
become known as THE Battle of Alamein©©Montgomery's own slow, methodical,
"setpiece" World-War-I-like attack began to "crumble" through the maze of
Axis forts and minefields known as "Rommel's Gardens."   Rommel's
replacement, General von Stumme, died of a heart attack on the spot, and
Rommel was recalled.  He was forced to order in his Panzer reserves,
under the command of Blitzkrieg veteran General von Thoma.  They were
decimated by 8th Army's blossoming antitank abilities and vigorous
armored counterattack, and von Thoma was gratefully captured.  Afrika
Korps' back was broken, and 8th Army finally ... barely ... broke through
the last positions to take pursuit, with the ascendant Desert Air Force
(and USAAF Mideast squadrons) strafing the Axis fugitives on their way.Æ€%H�Æ
    Thus, finally--thanks also to the Royal Navy's reclamation of the
  Mediterranean, to overwhelming material strength, to Monty's ruthless
  tightening of Allied security, and to the implacable "British steel"
  determination of the Commonwealth soldier©©Rommel was battered back out
  of Egypt, through Libya, and into Tunisia.  There, with American and
  Free French participation, his Panzerarmee Afrika would be isolated
  and captured in May 1943, after "The Desert Fox" himself had escaped.
Â ð H�H�  Â  Although our Soviet allies were all the time bitterly denouncing the
lack of a "second front" to distract German strength from the Russian
Front, the Western Allies' Mediterranean campaigns were exactly that. 
Not only were many Axis tanks lost in the Mediterranean Sea and on the
North African desert, the diversion and loss of Axis airpower was
strategically crippling.  Coming soon after the great Soviet victory at
Stalingrad, the American/Australian rebuff of the Japanese in the Solomon
Islands and on New Guinea, and the Royal Navy's suppression of the U©boat
menace, the elimination of Panzerarmee Afrika clearly signaled an
inevitable Axis defeat.  The soldiers of the British Commonwealth and the
other Western Allies had withstood and beaten Nazi Germany's best.  As
Churchill duly noted, the tide had finally and irrevocably turned against
the evil Axis empires ... everywhere.Æ€%H�Æ
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 �ÐÓ�� � � �Ó                BATTLES FOR ALAMEIN Charts and Tables
                  c  Copyright 1997 Louis R. Coatney

Ã�ÃGROUND COMBAT RESULTS TABLE (GCRT):

Die Roll  1:4  1:3  1:2    1:1   3:2  2:1  3:1  4:1  5:1  7:1  10:1Ä�Ä
      
   6       S    S    R2  |  R2 |  R2   R2   DE   DE   DE   DE   DE
   5       AR   S    R1  |  R1 |  R1   R2   R2   DE   DE   DE   DE
   4      SAE   -    S   |  S  |  R1   R1   R2   R2   DE   DE   DE
                              
   3       AE   AR   -   |  -  |  S    R1   R1   R2   R2   DE   DE
   2       AE  SAE   AR  | SAR |  -    S    R1   R1   R2   R2   DE
   1       AE   AE  SAE  |  AR | SAR   -    S    R1   R1   R2   R2

  NOTE:  Attacks below 1:4 odds are not allowed.
                                
COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
  DE = Defenders ELIMINATED.
  R2 = Defenders Retreated 0-2 hexes©©1st by Attacker, 2nd by Defender©©
       and Spent.  Defending unit(s) unable to retreat 2 hexes ELIMINATED.
  R1 = Defenders Retreated 0-1 hexes by Attacker and are Spent.
       Defender MAY voluntarily retreat any of them 1 (more) hex.
   S = Defenders Spent.  They MAY be voluntarily retreated 1 or 2 hexes
        by the Defender, if he so wishes.
  AR = Attackers Retreated 0©1 hexex by Defender.  Attacker MAY
        voluntarily retreat any of them 1 (more) hex.
 SAR = Defenders Spent.  Attackers suffer AR result.
 SAE = Defenders Spent.  Attackers ELIMINATED.
  AE = Attackers ELIMINATED.

"NO RETREAT!" or Unable to Retreat:  R1 becomes S  and  R2 becomes DE

RCCE GRPPE and British 7th Armoured "Desert Rats" Division
  SURVIVABILITY:  DE against it becomes R2, unless its retreat is blocked.
                                   
Ã�ÃAIR ATTACK:Ä�Ä
    (Each unSpent unit in the target hex is attacked separately,
      from the top of the stack to its bottom.)
  TARGET IS: Non©armor
             Inside Box  Outside Box  British Air Unit  German Air Unit
  Ã�ÃDie RollÄ�Ä
   6             S           S             EAX               EAX
   5             S           S             EAX               Int
   4             -           S             Int               Int
                                               
   3             ©           -             Int                -
   2            AAF         AAF             -                AA
   1            AA(F)       AAG(F)         AA                AA
                                             
AIR COMBAT RESULTS DEFINITIONS:
    S = Target unit Spent, but may not be retreated by owning player.
    - = No effect against either side.
  EAX = Enemy Aircraft unit successfully intercepted--prevented fromÔ �  �ˆ,�        �à.P-P-    �  ÔŒ        completing its airstrike mission--and is knocked out of the
        game during the next gameturn.
  Int = Enemy air unit successfully Intercepted.
   AA = If attacking any division in a Box or Fort or a German division
        or FLAK regiment anywhere, the air unit's attack is stopped, and it
        is knocked out of the game during the following gameturn, as well.
  AAF/AAG = AA, if attacking Ã�ÃFÄ�ÄLAK regiment/Ã�ÃGÄ�Äerman division.


Ã�ÃTERRAIN EFFECTSÄ�Ä:    Ã�ÃOn MovementÄ�Ä             Ã�ÃOn CombatÄ�Ä
           
  Track-to-track    2©hex movement bonus    No effect.
                            
  Road-to-road      4©hex movement bonus    No effect.
                           
  Fort or Box       Enemy units must stop    +2 inf. defense factors,
                     moving operationally     if matched.
                     upon entering.          (Axis:  +3 in Scen. D.)
                                                                
  El Alamein Box    Same as above           +3 inf. defense factors,
                                              if matched.
                                                                
  Depression/Deir   No effect               +1 defense factor for just
                                              one infantry unit.
                            
  Ridge/Hill/Tel    No effect               +1 defense factor for just
                                              one infantry unit.

                             
Ã�Ã"STACKING"Ä�Ä:  3 units, only 2 of which can be division level.
    (The German RCCE GPPE is considered equal to an armoured brigade.)


Ã�ÃUNIT SYMBOLSÄ�Ä:

  Level:   XX = Division,  X = Brigade,  III = Regiment

  3-4 = Combat (Attack and Defense) factor of 3;  Movement factor of 4


IV. Ã�ÃGAME©TURN SEQUENCEÄ�Ä:    
  NOTE:  A unit may operationally move and/or attack only once per
          gameturn.
  A. Axis Player-turn:
    1. Axis Reinforcement(?).     
    2. Axis Operations:               
       a. Axis Airstrike(? and ALLIED Air Interception?).
       b. Axis Operational Movement.              
       c. Axis Attacks.
    3. Recovery of Axis Units from Spent Condition.
    4. Axis Units' Supply Status Determination.            
  B. Allied Victory Determination.                
  C. Allied Player-turn:
    1. Allied Reinforcement(?).
    2. Allied Operations--NOTE sequence different from AXIS:
      a. Allied Operational Movement.
      b. Allied Airstrike (and AXIS Air Interception?).
      c. Allied Attacks.
    3. Allied Units' Recovery from Spent status.
    4. Allied Units' Supply Status Determination.
  D. Axis Victory Determination.        Ô �  �à.�         81¨/¨/    �  ÔŒ™
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Winning Player: ______________________________
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          MOMENTS, SITUATIONS, AND FACTORS IN THE GAME:
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